Feeding Our Neighbors
Tub Distribution 2016 - Instructions

Tub Delivery Job Description
Pick up 40 tubs from church member, deliver to Stadium on Wednesday or Thursday of game week,
and distribute to 40 stands. No significant weight to lift and it takes about an hour to distribute the
tubs once at the Stadium. One person can do this job.

Tub Delivery Information
Tub delivery should be on the Wednesday (preferred) or Thursday before the game, preferably in the
morning after 9 am but before noon. Text Ed Adams of Sodexo and tell him when you expect to
arrive at (734) 277-7671.
There are approximately 40 stands that need tubs. Each tub should be clean, lined with a black trash
bag, two white food bags inside and a top. These bags will be supplied with the tubs. We usually buy
the bags in quantity before the season so you will have boxes of these bags to use.
Tubs are set in each stand if it is open. If not open then set by the door.
Your responsibility is to get the tubs from the previous week’s Sunday delivery lead. The tubs should
be clean. All the tubs can fit into one mid-sized SUV, but you may need to make two trips. There is a
church owned red hand cart that you can use. Also, you can drive around the interior of the Stadium
for half of the tub distribution.

Stadium Entrance
Stadium entrance is via Gate 9 on the north side of the Stadium off Keech. To enter the Stadium,
wait until someone enters or exits the Stadium gate and drive in. If questioned tell them you are
doing the food pickup and there won’t be any problem. You can always text Ed Adams (Sodexo
Supervisor) if you need assistance at (734) 277-7671.
For a map of the stadium gate’s please visit: http://grfx.cstv.com/photos/schools/mich/sports/mfootbl/auto_pdf/2013-14/misc_non_event/fbl-stadium-map-2013.pdf

Concession stand numbers
Start delivery on the left side of Stadium, lower level, near Section 2. There is a service elevator there
(through double gray doors) that will take you to Level 3 and Level 4 (two tubs on each level). Next
drive around the Stadium dropping off the tubs as you go. You cannot drive on the upper levels of
the Stadium which includes stands 2034,2035, 2036,2037, 2039 on the north end and stands 2013,
2012, 2011, 2010, 2009 and 2091(brick stand) on the south end. Stands 2041 and 2061 are also
second level and no cars.
Stand names and numbers
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Note: Most stand numbers include the Section number (i.e. 2037 is upper level at Section 37).
•

Lower level starting near Section 2: 1088 (Section 6), 1068 (Section 3), 1040 (Section 44)
and 1012 (Section 40). Also, a stand alone stand to right as you exit the lower level. Three
stands in stand alone brick building labeled Champions, Victors and Big House Grill

•

Level 3: 3051 Pantry and 3071 Pantry.

•

Level 4: 4075 Concession Prep and 4051 Concession (names for the rooms).

•

North end of Stadium upper level: 2034, 2035, 2036, 2037, 2038 then go into the east side
for four more stands. Two are stand alone Big House Grills and two are brick buildings (2041
and 2061) whose doors are on the back side of the buildings.

•

West side of Stadium (you can drive here): 1031, 1029, 1028, 1027, 1026, 1021, 1020, 1019,
1018, 1017.

•

South side of Stadium (you can’t drive on this level): 2013, 2012, 2011, 2010 and 2009 plus
stand alone brick stand 2091 across from 2010.

